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Some results for integral operators whose kernels are the exponential integrals 
are presented. In particular, their interrelations and cornmutativity properties 
with the differentiation operator, and the behavior of the image functions near 
the endpoints of the domain of integration, are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we study integral operators whose kernels are the exponential 
integrals. These operators play a role, for example, in linear transport theory, 
where the results of the present study can be applied to analyze the continuity 
and differentiability properties of the solution of certain boundary value pro- 
blems [l]. 
Let Q = {x: a < x < b), --oo < a < b < ~13. The Banach spaces L,(O), 
1 <$ < co, are defined in the usual manner. C(a) is the Banach space of 
continuous functions on B with the sup-norm. 
In the subsequent analysis an important role is played by functions which 
satisfy a Hiilder condition on a. A function f is said to satisfy a (uniform) 
HGlder condition with exponent oi on 0 if the quantity 
is finite. A function f is said to be HGlder continuous on i5 if it is bounded and 
satisfies a Hijlder condition on n. For 0 < a: < 1, P(o) denotes the set of all 
HGlder continuous functions with exponent OL on 0. More generally, for m a 
nonnegative integer, Cm+a(o) denotes the set of all f EC”(L(L)) such that 
f Cm) E Cq=2). C” ’ ‘y.0) is a Banach space if the norm 11 Ijcrn+*(n) is defined by 
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Let E,(z) be the exponential integral of order m, 
E,(Z) = I5 ,~ztt-~ dt, Re z > 0; m = 1,2 ,.... (1) 
E,(x) is a single-valued function in the complex z plane cut along the negative 
real axis. For 1 arg .s 1 < rr we have the series expansion 
%(4 = ;;yJ; [--log x + &41 - f C-4 ng;41 (n-m+ l)n! ’ (2) 
with #(l) = -y, #(m) = -y + Cl, n-l, y being Euler’s constant; see [2, 
Section 5.11. Furthermore, let 
E,(z) = e-?z-1. (3) 
Then we have the identity 
&Y-4 = --En&) form = 1, 2,.... (4) 
We use the functions E, to define a family of integral operators {I!‘,: m = 0, l,...}. 
For f EL,(Q), let 
TmfP-9 = J, Jw x -Y I) (WY - X)Ff(Y) dY> XEQ. (5) 
Here, To is a singular integral operator whose definition is to be understood in the 
sense 
Tof = y+y To,ef in L,(Q)? (6) 
with Q,=(y:y~Q,jx-yj >E}. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a study of the 
operators T,; in particular, their interrelation and commutativity properties 
with the differential operator. In Section 3, we study the behavior of T,,kf(x), 
k = 1, 2,..., near the endpoints of the interval Q, for x E Q as well as for 
x E Qc = rW\o. The results of this section are needed in the analysis of the 
continuity and differentiability properties of the solutions of certain boundary 
value problems in linear transport theory; see Ref. [I]. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATORS T,,, 
We first discuss the operator T,, 
THEOREM I. Iff EL,(Q), 1 < p < 00, the limit (6) exists in the sense ofL,(Q) 
and defines TO as a bounded linear transformation in L,(Q). 
Proof. Consider the defini’tion (7) of T”,J(x). Extending the definition of 
f to the entire real axis R by assigning the value zero to it outside 8, we have 
with R, = {y: y E R, 1 x - y 1 > c}. The integral in the right member can now 
be used to extend the definition of T,,,f to all of R. Thus, T,,Bf(x) = 
S IY/>E K(Y)f (x - Y) dY, x E R, where K(x) = -x-l exp(- / x !). The kernel 
K(x) satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) / K(x)1 < 1 x 1-l for / x ! > 0; 
(ii) J , ,,2,,1, I w - Y) - Q4I dx 
Q/ 1 
-s 
3 
- exp(-t 1 y I) t-l dt 
1 
.r 
3 
r: exp(-3 I y I) In 3 -t I y I exp(--t j y I) In t dt 
1 
s 
3 
< In 3 + e-l t-l In t dt for / y ] > 0; 
(iii) ~R,<,z,<n, W) dx L 0 for0 <R, <R, < 03. 
From [3, Section 11.3.2, Theorem 21, it then follows that T,,Ef converges in 
L,(R) to a function T,JEL,( W), for any f E L,(R), I < p < co. Furthermore, 
for some positive constant C. Taking the restrictions to the interval J? we readily 
complete the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If f EL,(Q), 1 < p < 00, then T,f (x) exists almost everywhere 
in Q. 
Proof. Again, we use the extension procedure as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Then To,,f(4 =z SI~I>~ &(y)f (x - Y) dy + SI~I>~ I-G(y)f (x - Y) dy, x E R> 
where K,(X) = Q(x)/1 x 1 with Q(x) = -sgn x, and J&(x) = (1 - em1z;)j.x. 
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From [3, SectionII.4.5, Theorem41, it follows that lim,,, Jlri>r K,(y)f(x - y)dy 
exists for almost every x E R, for anyf EL,(R), 1 < p < CO. The second integral 
converges uniformly as E -+ 0. 
Next, we discuss the operator T, for m > 0. 
THEOREM 3. zff~L,(Q), 1 cp < co, then T,~EL,(Q) for m = 1, 2 ,.... 
Proof. We first prove the statement for m = 1. From the definition of 
E,(X) for x > 0 one readily establishes the inequalities 0 < E,(X) < 1 + In x-l 
for 0 < x < 1, 0 < E,(X) < x-k5 for 1 < x < 00 and, hence, 
j, I ~1:1(1 x - Y IN" dY = jz v&(x - Y))Q dY + I" WY - 4)n dY 
n LE 
< 2 
s 
m (E,(t))Q dt < co for 1 < 4 < Co. 
0 
Let f E&(Q))), 1 < p < co. Using Holder’s inequality we find that 
I Tlf WI G (s, I M x - Y I)I" d3')liq (s, If (y>l” dy)l” 
with p-l + 4-l = 1, so II Tlf IIL,p = supxEla I Tlf(4 < Cllf /IL,m for SOme 
positive constant C. This proves the statement of the theorem for m = 1. Since 
0 < E,(x) < E,_r(x) for x > 0, m = 2, 3 ,... (see [2, 5.1.171) the theorem 
holds a fortiori for m = 2, 3,.... 
Next, we establish the relation between the operators T, . From the identity 
(4) it is clear that such a relation involves a differential operator. In fact, let 
Dm for m = 1, 2,... be defined by the expression 
D”f (x) = f tm)(x), XEQ, m = 1, 2,..., (8) 
on @D”), which consists of all f on Q for which f cm-l) = D”-‘f exists and is 
continuous on every compact subinterval of Q and for which ffm) = 
D”f EL,(Q), p > 1. W e o b serve that Dm is a closed operator in L,(Q) for each 
positive integer m. 
THEOREM 4. Zf f EL,(Q), 1 <p < oc), then T,f c 9(Dn1) and DkT,f = 
Tmpkf for m = 1, 2 ,...; k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Proof. Consider the definition (5) of Tmf(x). Using the identity (4) we 
verify that, for k = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, 
DkTmf (4 = J1, J%-idI x - y I) (sgn(y - x))“‘-k--l f (y) dy = TmeBf (x). 
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To prove that T,,f cB(Dm) with D”T,,,f z T,f, we define, for E > 0, 
Lcf(4 = 1, W x - Y iMy) dy. 
Clearly, T,,,f E g(D), and a simple computation shows that DT,,,f == T,,,f. 
As E + 0, T,,,f + Tlf and T,,,f + TO f in L,(Q). Since D is closed inL,(Q), it 
follows that Tlf E B(D) and DT,f = T,,f. Combining this result with the 
relation D”-‘T, f = Tlf established above, we find that T,,f 6 g(Dm) and 
DmTmf = T,f. 
From this result we immediately obtain the following theorem, which is a 
sharper version of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. T, is a bounded linear transformation from L,(Q) into C”~l/~(~) 
for 1 <p < 00, m = I,2 ).... 
Proof. Let f sL,(Q). From Theorem 4 we know that T,f E B(D”) with 
D”Tmf = T,,f. Hence, using H6lder’s inequality, 
/ D”-‘Tnzf (x1) - D”l+lTmf (x& 
= / j-” T,f(4 dx 1 < II Tof k,(n) I x2 - xl ll-liD 
II 
for any pair xl , xp EQ, i.e., D”-‘Tmf s C1-l/“(fi). 
The following theorem gives an explicit expression for the commutator of 
the operators Dm and T, . 
THEOREM 6. If f E B(Dm) for some positive integer m, then 
m-1 
where 
(D”T, - T,Dm)f = 1 sj”‘, 
n=a 
s(n)(x) = (-1)” D”f (a) l&+,(x - a) - D”f (6) E,+l(b - x), XEQ. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. For x E Q, we have 
(9) 
DTuf (4 = $ [s:-’ W - y)f (y) dy + sp, WY - df (y) dy] 
= --E,(E) [f(x + c) -f(x - 41 
+ s”-‘f (y) & &(x - Y) dy + I&;sf(~) $ K(Y - 4 dy ” 
= --E,(c) [f (x + c) - f (x - c)l 
- .C-‘f (y) 6 W - Y) d?, - .6<f (y) & G(Y - x) dv. 
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If f~ 9(D) we can integrate by parts. The result is 
DTl,,f(X) = I$-’ J%(x - Y> of(Y) dY + I” J%(Y - 4 of(Y) dY 
a X.if 
that is, 
+ f(a) &(x - 4 - f(b) -qb - 4; 
Now, as E + 0, DT,,,f(x) + DT,f(x) a.e. in Sz, while T,,gj(x) + T,Df(x) 
pointwise in J2. Hence, the theorem is true for m = 1. 
Suppose that the theorem has been shown to hold for m = v - 1 (v = 2, 3,...), 
say. Let f~ 9(D). Then 
D”T,f = D’-‘T,,-lf = T,,-,D”-lf + ‘iz sj”‘. 
T&=0 
Now, with &E,(O) = (v - 1)-l for v = 2, 3,..., we have the identity 
Ty-@‘--if(x) 
= D( T,,D”-lf) (x) 
= [(-l>“-’ - l] E,(O) D”-‘f (x) + (-l)y--l 1’ D”-‘f (y) (~/ilx) E,(x - y) dy 
a 
+ 1” D’-WY) (VW MY - 4 4 
I 
= [(-l>‘-’ - I] E,(O) D’-‘f(x) - (-l)+az D”f(y) (ajay) E&r - y)dy 
I 
b 
- 
o’-‘f(r) WY> -%(Y - 4 dr. 
G 
Integration by parts yields the identity 
TV-,D’-y(x) = T,D”f(x) + s:y+, XE52, 
whence we obtain the result 
v-1 
D’T,f = Tyo’f + C $‘a 
TL=O 
Hence, the theorem is true for m = Y. By induction, it then holds for any positive 
integer 112. 
Theorem 6 can be generalized in the following sense. 
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THEOREM 7. If f E B(D”‘) for some positive integer m, then 
w-1 k-l 
(,,,;11)‘f - (TmDm)k f z c 1 T;-‘-‘sj:’ 
rr=O 1=0 
with fi = (T,D”)l f, for any positive integer k. 
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on k. According to the previous 
theorem, the statement is certainly true for k = 1. Suppose now that the theorem 
has been verified for k = v - 1 (V -= 2, 3,...), say. Let f E 9(P). Then 
(D*T,)y f = D”T,(DmT,,J’-‘f 
m-Iv-2 
= D”T,(T,Dm)“-1 f + D”T, c c T;-‘-‘$; . 
n=O 1=0 
Since (TmD?“)y-l f 6 SB(D”‘) (see Theorem 4), we obtain from Theorem 6, 
m-1 
D”T,(T,D”)“-‘f = (T,D”)“f + 1 sj;!, 
12=0 
Furthermore, sf, (n) E&(Q), and hence, by Theorem 1, Ti-2-‘sjy) ELJQ) for 
I = 0, I,..., v - 2. Since D”T, = To on L,(Q), by Theorem 4, we have 
m-1 v-2 m-lv-2 
D"T,,, 1 c To-*-$,!;) = 1 c T;-l-,j;'. 
n-0 I=0 n=o l=O 
Combining these results we find that 
m-1v-l 
(D”T,)“f = (TmDm)“f + 1 C T;-l-,j,‘, 
n=O l=O 
The theorem is therefore true for k = v. By induction, it then holds for any 
positive integer k. 
3. THE BEHAVIOR OF T,‘if(x) NEAR THE ENDPOINTS 
Theorems 6 and 7 of the foregoing section may be viewed from yet another 
perspective. For f E B(D”), we have D”T*“,f = T,f, so Theorem 6 yields an 
expression for T,f, 
V-1 
T,f = l;,D”f + 1 $‘. 
?f=n 
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Similarly, Theorem 7 yields an expression for T$j, k = 1, 2,..., 
m-l k-l 
with jr = (TJP)lf (I = 0, I,..., k). We will use the expressions to study the 
behavior of Z’J(x), or more generally Toky( x , near the endpoints of Q. We will ) 
do so for x near one of the endpoints only, x = a, say, and take a = 0 for con- 
venience. To eliminate the effect of the other endpoint we let b---f co. Thus, 
52 coincides with the positive real axis, !J = {x: 0 < x < co}. We interpret a 
as any closed interval on R, = {x: x 3 0). It is not difficult to verify that all 
results of the foregoing section remain true in this case. Equation (10) now 
becomes 
To’f =fk +gk, (11) 
with 
where 
fk = (TmDm)“f and 
k-l 
g, = c T;-l-‘G, , 
Z=O 
772-l 
G,(x) = C (- 1)" PfzP) K+dx>, x > 0. (12) 
Lh=O 
We observe that fc E LB(P) for 1 = 0, I,...; hence, the coefficients DpfL(0) in 
Eq. (12) are well defined for p = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
THEOREM 8. If f E 9(Dm) for some positive integer m, then we have, for any 
positive integer k, 
Tokf (4 = t P,(x) (In x)* + F(x), x > 0, 
9=1 
where each coeficient P, is a polynomial of degree at most m - 1, and F E Cm-l+a(a), 
O<or<l. 
Proof. For any f E B(D”), Dmf EL,(Q) for some p, 1 < p < co, so 
To”-‘D”f EL,(Q) by Theorem 1, and hence fk = (T,Dm)lc f = T,Tt-‘D”f E 
Cm-l+a(Q) for some LX, 0 < 01 < 1, by Theorem 5. To evaluateg,(x) in Eq. (11) 
we use a result established by the author in [4], viz., 
s 
m e-lY-zl 
o ,_.YU@Y)v dY 
: ex i r(“)(k) x“-’L-1 + x”[&(x) + yv(x>] + 2x go (“I) go %x2”(ln x)y-‘, 
x > 0, (13) 
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where t+$ is a (known) polynomial of degree v + 1 in the variable In X; U,(x) is 
the restriction of an entire function Y,(z) to the positive real axis satisfying 
Y”(x) = O(1) as x -+ 0; the CY,~ are (known) constants. The result (13) holds 
for any pair of nonnegative integers TV and v. Using the series expansion (2) 
for the exponential integral, we can then show that there exists a set of uniquely 
determined constants (cg : p = 0, l,..., m - 1; Q = 0, l,..., v}, such that 
Y m-1 
TovG,(x) = 1 C c~$cP(ln x)Q+l + R”(X), 
4=0 p=o 
for v = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where R,(x) is the restriction of an entire function R,(z) 
to the positive real axis satisfying R,(x) = O(1) as x ---f 0. Thus, 
k-l 
gk(x) = 1 T;-l-zG,(x) 
l=O 
k-l k-l-l m-l k-l 
= z. z. z. &-‘)x”(ln x)‘+l + so Rk-l-Z(x) 
= i P,(x) (In x>Q + R(x), 
R=l 
where P, is a polynomial of degree at most m - 1, and R(x) is the restriction 
of an entire function R(z) to the positive real axis satisfying R(x) = O(1) as 
x--f 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
So far, we have considered the operators T, as mappings of functions defined 
on Sz into functions defined on Sz. It is, however, obvious that Eq. (5) can also 
be used to define Tmf(x) for x 4 Sz. For example, To may be considered as an 
operator from&(Q), 1 < p < co, into L,(R), in which case it is again bounded. 
The theorems of the previous section are readily adapted to this case. For 
example, Theorems 6 and 7 remain true in L,( 54) if we extend the definition (9) 
of ,y) to all of R thus: 
p(x) = (- 1)” D”f(u + 0) &+,(I x - a I) - D”f(b - 0) &+i(l b - x I), 
XE R. (9’) 
With this new definition, the representation (10) of Tokf holds for all x E R. 
We will use this representation to study the behavior of Tokf (x) for x near the 
endpoints of Sz, x E .CP = R\o. Ag ain, we take L) = {x: 0 < x < co>. In this 
case the representation (IO) becomes 
TOkf =fk -i-gk, (11’) 
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with 
where 
k-l 
fk = (TnDm)k f and g, = c Tt-l-‘G, , 
1=0 
m-1 
G(x) = C (-1)“ D"fdO+) &+,(I x 0, XE 52. 
u=o 
W’) 
We prove the following result. 
THEOREM 9. If f E 53(Dm) for some positive integer m, then we have, for any 
positive integer k, 
Tokf(x) = t p,(x) (In I .r: Ijq +F(x), x <o, 
4=1 
where each coeflcient P”, is a polynomial of degree at most m - 1, and 
F’ E C-l+p), 0 < ol < 1. 
Proof. The function fk , together with its derivatives of order up to and 
including m - 1, is Holder continuous in any closed interval which contains the 
endpoint x = 0 in its interior. To evaluate gk(x) in Eq. (ll’), we use another 
result established by the author in [4], viz., 
s om 5% yu(ln y>” dy 
Yzz e+ gl (--ljk r(“)(k) I x Irrek + (--1P I x I” [v,(l x I) +F,(x)l, x f 0, 
(14) 
where qV is a (known) polynomial of degree v + 1 in the variable In 1 x I; F,(X) 
is the restriction of an entire functionF,(z) to the real axis satisfyingF,(x) =0(l) 
as j x/--+0. 
The result (14) holds for any pair of nonnegative integers ~1 and v. Using the 
series expansion (2) for the exponential integral, we can then show that there 
exists a set of uniquely determined constants {Z$ : p = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1; 
q = 0, I,..., v}, such that 
Y m-1 
T,“G,(x) = 1 c 2;; I x ID (In I x I)“” + R(4, 
q=o r-0 
for v := 0, l,..., where a, is an entire function. The remainder of the proof of 
the theorem is now analogous to the last part of the proof of Theorem 8 and 
will be omitted. 
409/59/2-2 
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In conclusion, we remark that the results expressed in Theorems 8 and 9 
are needed in the analysis of the continuity and differentiability properties of 
the solutions of certain boundary value problems in linear transport theory. 
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